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Abstract
The successful implementation of a telepathology system depends largely on the ability to provide a remote
pathologist with high-quality image data appropriate for making a diagnosis. While it is largely agreed
upon that such data are best obtained by allowing the telepathologist control of the remote light
microscope, this places additional constraints on the type of image data required. To be an effective
diagnostic tool, remote microscopy must be performed in real time. While high-resolution, uncompressed,
true-color image data are desirable for detailed inspection, such images are generally very difficult to
transmit in real time. Low-resolution image data can be transmitted in real time using various video
compression techniques; however these data are unacceptable for image diagnosis, and are often difficult to
integrate well with high-resolution image data. Furthermore, such systems often do not scale well to
advances in technology. This thesis proposes the application of high-quality compressed still images with
progressive image decompression techniques towards the task of remote interactive microscopy. A
scalable prototype application for the timely delivery of remote image data within a high-speed network
environment is developed using the Java language. The performance of this system is documented, with
recommendations made for future improvements to the proposed system.
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Telemedicine is often defined as the practice of medicine across a distance. Medical
information in the form of images, video, voice and other data are valuable tools for
performing diagnoses, as well as for the collaboration and education of physicians [1].
Until recently, limitations imposed by the available technology have made it difficult to
meet the needs of such systems. Advances in computer processing, imaging,
communication technology made over just the past few years alone promise to move
telepathology from a hotly debated research topic, to an accurate and essential tool for the
rapid delivery of medical diagnoses.
Despite the widespread use of telemedicine systems within certain fields of medicine,
such as radiology, telepathology systems have not enjoyed as much success. This is
primarily because while other specialties may deal with the analysis of static image or
textual data alone, pathology, the study of diseases, relies heavily on the real-time
inspection of tissue samples through the manipulation of an optical microscope.
The successful implementation of a telepathology system depends largely on the ability
to provide a remote pathologist with image data appropriate for making a diagnosis.
There are two breeds of telepathology systems, namely static-imaging and dynamic-
robotic telepathology systems. Static-imaging systems, also known as store-and-forward
systems, capture digital images from a microscope and make these available to remote
pathologists who will later make diagnoses based on these images. The accuracy and
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appropriate use of static-imaging systems is the subject of much research and debate [2]
[3] [4]. Under static-imaging telepathology systems, the ability of a remote pathologist to
perform an accurate diagnosis is largely dependent on the ability of the referring
pathologist to choose an appropriate selection from the sample. Differences in opinion
on field selection of tissue samples resulting in differing diagnoses was a prime motivator
for the development of the first dynamic-robotic telepathology system, arguing that field
selection is a critical responsibility of the telepathologist [5].
In dynamic-robotic telepathology, the remote pathologist is provided the means to
remotely control a light microscope, thereby assigning him the task of field location, in
addition to image diagnosis. For this reason, dynamic-robotic systems are usually seen as
superior in diagnostic accuracy to static-imaging systems [2]. It has been shown that the
diagnostic accuracy of dynamic-robotic systems is close to that attained by traditional
pathology systems where diagnoses are performed on-site [2] [4] [6].
The expectations of an interactive, remote microscopy system, with application towards
telepathology, have been identified through prior research in this area [7]. These
requirements can generally be described in terms of imaging technology and data
transmission. For pathology, color is an essential tool in making accurate diagnoses [8].
Consequently, it is generally agreed upon that true-color high-resolution images are
required to provide a telepathologist with an acceptable level of detail of the sample to be
diagnosed. Furthermore, the real-time operation of a dynamic-robotic system requires
that remote images be transmitted to the telepathologist frequently, and with minimal
latency, across a wide range of communications networks. Ultimately, this previous
work led to the development of a system enabling the remote operation of a light
microscope.
It is the goal of this thesis to design and test a means for the transmission of image data
from a microscope to a remote operator, making remote interactive microscopy possible.
Although this thesis focuses on applications towards telepathology, the principles
described here are applicable towards a broad range of remote medical and scientific
imaging applications, such as the teleradiology, teledermatology, telemicrobiology, and
the remote inspection of integrated circuits [9].
The act of microscopy can essentially be described in terms of two main operations:
scanning, and inspection. When first examining a specimen, a microscope operator will
typically spend some time scanning it, roughly determining the field of the image he
wishes to examine more closely. After the appropriate field has been chosen and focused
on, the operator will then spend some time closely examining the image, perhaps making
some minor adjustments in focus and position.
These two operations impose distinct requirements on the system. While scanning an
image, what is of primary interest to the microscope operator is that what he sees at a
given instance accurately depicts the current state of the microscope. This must be true
even while the operator is moving the stage of the microscope on which the specimen is
mounted. For telepathology applications, this requires that images be sent frequently,
with low latency between images. Ideally, a frame rate of over 15 frames per second
(fps) should be available to the remote operator, with a latency of no greater than 0.1
seconds [7]. Once the operator has determined the area to be examined, image quality
and resolution are of a greater importance, as it is likely that he will not move the
microscope significantly during inspection of the image. For telepathology, image
quality is usually evaluated in terms of color depth, image resolution, and visible artifacts
as a result of lossy compression techniques.
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In this section, we describe the current configuration of the Remote Microscopy System,
and evaluate how well it meets the requirements specified above. The reader should keep
in mind that many of the concepts introduced below in reference to the current system
will be described in later sections in more detail.
2.1 Remote Microscopy Systems
Remote Microscopy
Workstation
(H.261 compatible)
SCSI
Network
Connection
Microscope Server
S (H.261 compatible)
Network
Connectio
Figure 1: Architecture of the Remote Microscopy System.
A prototype system for remote image diagnosis was previously developed to provide a
means of remotely controlling a Zeiss Axioplan-2 optical microscope, manufactured by
Zeiss. The microscope is connected to a machine designated as the microscope server via
two RS232 serial ports. A server program, written mostly in Java, with some platform-
specific code written in C, controls the all microscope operations through a set of well-
defined set of instructions. The system also features a client program, written entirely in
Java, which is capable of remotely communicating with the server program across a
network [7]. Since the client has been written completely in Java, it enables remote
operation of the Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope from any networked, Java-capable
machine.
Previously, this prototype system used an H.261 videoconferencing system, developed by
Videoconferencing Systems, Inc. (VSI) to provide low-resolution, low-latency digital
video to the microscope operator, primarily for locating and focusing on the field of the
sample to be diagnosed. NTSC video input to the videoconferencing system was
provided by a Fujix HC-2000 digital camera. The Fujix HC-2000 camera is a high
quality CCD digital video camera that is capable of providing video output, as well as
high-resolution digital still-images. These high-resolution frames could be requested on
demand, for detailed inspection of the remote specimen. The architecture of this system
is shown in Figure 1.
2.2 Limitations of Current Systems
Currently, the Remote Microscopy System is lacking a robust video solution that
adequately meets all needs of the system. Restrictions on the image quality specified by
the H.261 standard make this unsuitable for details image inspection and diagnosis.
Furthermore, H.261 cannot scale to take advantage of high-bandwidth networks to
provide a greater image resolution. These restrictions require yet another separate
application for detailed image diagnosis.
The complexity of the current system also imposes constraints of the usability of the
system. This particular videoconferencing system requires that that the user start a
separate, proprietary program, and initiate a videoconferencing session independently of
the microscope Session. Still yet, a third application is required to provide high-
resolution images suitable for diagnosis. The necessity for two separate imaging
solutions that must be configured independently of the microscope client makes this
system hard to use.
Furthermore, while the client interface for control of the remote microscope has been
implemented in a platform-independent way, the videoconferencing system solicited for
use with this project is implemented in a very platform-specific way. The use of the
Omega MVP H.261 videoconferencing system restricts use of the remote microscope
system to clients equipped with a similar H.261 system. Additionally, the fact that the
proprietary software for this system is available only for the Windows 3.1 or Windows 95
operating systems imposes still further platform restrictions. VSI, Inc., the manufacturers
of the Omega MVP system refused to comment of the availability of software for the
Windows NT operating system.
The remote microscope client effectively removes the restrictions of proximity and
computing environment from the task of microscopy. Ideally, we would like to develop a
solution for the transmission of remote image data that is also free of these restrictions.
In an effort to enhance the scalability, reduce the complexity, and increase the
compatibility of the remote microscope system, we will discuss some of the technologies
available for the transmission of remote image data. Techniques for the encoding of still
image and video data are described, as well as some common network and computing
environments in which they operate. For each technology, we also outline some of the
major limitations of the preceding technologies and evaluate their usefulness for this
project.
3.1 Still Image File Formats
When evaluating still image formats, attributes such as color depth, compression
schemes, compressed image quality, and any available schemes for the progressive
display of images should be considered. Listed are some of the most common image
formats in use today, as well as their applications towards medical imaging.
3.1.1 TIFF: Tag Image File Format
The Tag Image File Format was introduced in 1986 by Aldus Corporation. The format
was developed as way to encapsulate multi-page documents, such as those produced by
scanners [10]. For this reason, TIFF data files are capable of storing digital images with
anywhere from one to 24 bits of color depth information per pixel, corresponding to
images ranging between two and 16.7 million total colors. Although data storage was
uncompressed in the initial release of the TIFF specification, later revisions provided for
optional compression using the LZW and JPEG compression algorithms, among others.
Because of its flexibility in storing a variety of images, the TIFF has become one of the
most widely supported standards in computer graphics applications.
3.1.2 GIF: CompuServe Graphics Interchange Format
The Graphics Interchange Format was developed by CompuServe in May 1987 (GIF87a),
and later revised in July 1989 (GIF89a). CompuServe introduced the GIF as a standard
way for its users to trade images online. GIF image data are compressed without loss of
information using the LZW dictionary replacement scheme. This scheme was developed
originally by Abraham Lempel and Jacob Ziv, and later extended by Terry Welch at
Sperry Corporation, the predecessor of the Unisys Corporation which now holds the
patent on the commercial use of LZW. Because of its origin, the GIF has become one of
the most popular standards for the online storage and transfer of digital images. The
lossless encoding scheme is relatively simple to perform, allowing GIF images to be
easily decompressed on most platforms. GIF images are limited to eight bits of color
depth information per pixel, specifying a maximum color palette of 256 colors for the
entire image.
Though most image formats require image data to be stored sequentially from top to
bottom, the GIF allows for the storage of image scanlines as either sequential or
interlaced. In an interlaced GIF, every eighth row is stored first, starting at row 0,
followed by every eighth row starting at row 4. Next, every fourth row starting with row
2 is stored, and finally every second row, starting with row 1. This ordering allows for a
rough view of the entire image to be determined by only the first part of the image data,
by filling in scanlines not yet received with those that have been. Although interlaced
GIF files are roughly 10% larger than their non-interlaced counterparts, this technique
has a distinct advantage when downloading images over low bandwidth connections.
With an interlaced GIF, the gist of the entire image can be immediately perceived before
the entire image is downloaded.
3.1.3 JPEG File Interchange Format
The JPEG File Interchange Format is the result of work done by the Joint Photographic
Experts Group. Their goal was to develop an image compression algorithm and file
format that would compress and store true color images, such as those commonly found
in photographs of the natural world, while retaining a high degree of image quality.
Picking up from the color depth deficiencies of the GIF, the JFIF has become the
standard for efficiently representing true color photographic images.
First, an image is converted from RGB color space to YUV color space, a model that
distinguishes between the luminance (brightness) and the chrominance (color) of an
image. RGB color space specifies eight bits of information for each of the additive red,
green, and blue color channels of each pixel. YUV color space specifies 8 bits of
information for the luminance, or brightness, of each channel (Y), and eight bits each for
two chrominance channels (U, V) for each pixel. Under JPEG compression, the
luminance of each pixel is encoded while the chrominance values are usually sampled at
every other pixel. This exploits the tendency of the human eye to notice small changes in
brightness more than small changes in color [11 ].
At the heart of the JPEG algorithm is the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), an algorithm
that usually operates on 8x8 pixel blocks within the image, although 16x16 and full-
frame versions exist as well. While the DCT itself is not lossy, a quantization on the
output from the DCT results in data loss through rounding. An artifact of this scheme is a
somewhat "blocky" appearance to the image, as neighboring blocks, independently
transformed and quantized, exhibit discontinuity. The degree to which the original image
quality is retained is controlled at this stage by selecting an appropriate rounding
coefficient. By allowing some image information to be discarded, data can be
compressed much further than possible through lossless compression techniques such as
LZW.
The Joint Photographic Experts Group JPEG standard also supports a "Progressive
JPEG" image format, sometimes known as p-JPEG, or pro-JPEG. The p-JPEG format
stores successive JPEG scans sequentially. The scans are differential so that no
redundant information is encoded. This allows a low quality JPEG image to be visible
after receiving only some of the image data. The image is refined as successive scans are
received. Since the p-JPEG format does not encode redundant information, p-JPEG
image file sizes are often smaller, and at worst only slightly larger than their
corresponding baseline JPEG encoded images.
3.1.4 Wavelet Compressed Images
A Wavelet image file format is a means of storing digital images that have been
compressed using a mathematical technique known as the wavelet transform [12]. With
wavelets, image data is represented as the weighted sum of a set of basis functions.
Unlike other lossy compression techniques based on the DCT, there are no "blocky"
artifacts visible with wavelets. Research on the application of wavelet compression
toward radiography noted that many images could be compressed to 1/3 0 th of their
original size, while experiencing no clinically relevant degradation in image quality as
observed by board-certified radiologists [13].
Additionally, some implementations of Wavelet image compression allow for the
progressive compression and decompression of images [12]. Similar to progressive
JPEG images, this allows an intermediate, low-quality version of the image to be seen
immediately as it is further decompressed.
TIFF 12uxUUUx24bpp 3,?4U,UUU None
GIF 1280xl000x8bpp 1,280,000 LZW
Interlaced GIF 1280x1000x8bpp 1,280,000 LZW
JPEG 1280x1000x24bpp 3,840,000 JPEG ~30:1
Progressive 1280x1000x24bpp 3,840,000 JPEG 30:1
JPEG
Wavelet 1280xl00x24bpp 3,840,000 Wavelet ~30:1
Table 1 Resulting file sizes of a sample true color image in various formats.
3.1.5 Evaluation
While TIFF is widely used in medical imaging applications for the lossless storage of true
color images, the size of these images is a major limitation in transferring images across
networks. This is especially true for time-critical medical imaging applications, such as
interactive microscopy. A natural solution is to use a smaller image format capable of
storing true color images, such as the JPEG. While these files are significantly smaller,
the JPEG compression and decompression algorithms introduce a fair amount of
computational complexity. Additionally, the lossy nature of JPEG compression discards
color information in favor of luminance. While this may be appropriate for images of the
natural world, it is unclear how diagnostic accuracy of telepathology is affected by this.
Finally, at higher compression ratios, JPEG compression introduces noticeable artifacts in
the image, an undesirable trait for medical imaging applications. An alternative to
performing the DCT on blocks of image data is to perform a full-frame DCT on the entire
image as a single block. While the result is better image quality at higher compression
ratios, the full-frame DCT is more computationally intensive to perform [14].
A compromise between the uncompressed TIFF and the lossy compression techniques of
JPEG is the GIF, a lossless image file format with computationally light compression.
Although GIF loses no image data to compression, the small amount of color depth
information it is capable of encoding also raise questions about its applications towards
telepathology.
Wavelet compression is an efficient means of encoding true color image files without the
"blocky" artifacts associated with JPEG. Similar to the full-frame JPEG algorithm,
wavelet compression is somewhat computationally intensive to perform. However, the
computation required to perform the wavelet transform of an image scales linearly with n,
the number of pixels in an image, whereas full-frame JPEG compression scales linearly
with n log(n) [13] [15]. This suggests that the wavelet transform is more efficient than
the JPEG algorithm for high-resolution images.
3.2 Video Compression Formats
One solution for providing the timely feedback of image data to a remote microscope
operator across a network is through the use of digital video. A digital video stream
consists of a large number of individual images displayed in rapid succession. Given the
size of uncompressed still images, as described in the previous section, uncompressed
digital video at reasonable frame rates requires an extraordinary amount of network
bandwidth. Table 2 shows the bandwidth requirements for high-resolution true-color
video at various frame rates. As described later in Section 3.3, the bandwidth required
here is much greater than that typically available on most computer networks.
1280x1000 24 bpp 30fps
1280x1000 24 bpp 15 fps
1280x1000 24 bpp 7 fps
Table 2: Bandwidth required for high-resolution uncompressed video.
Just as static image data are compressed to meet restrictions on available storage space,
the limited bandwidth of existing network technologies has made it necessary to
implement various compression schemes on digital video streams. In this section, we
discuss common video compression techniques, their origins, and their distinguishing
features.
3.2.1 MPEG: Motion Pictures Experts Group
Established in January 1988, the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) is a
subcommittee of the International Standards Organization (ISO) that has developed a
series of standards for the digital encoding of visual and audio information. MPEG is
also the name commonly given to the set of standards developed by this group, beginning
with MPEG Layer 1 (MPEG-1), introduced in July 1989.
MPEG-1 video encoding [16] takes a sequence of frames with resolution of 352 pixels by
240 pixels at a rate of about 30 frames per second, as input. After the images are
converted from RGB color space to YUV color space, the pixel data are downsampled.
While the luminance (Y value) of each pixel in the image is encoded, the chrominance
(U, V values) of the image is only encoded at a resolution of 176 by 120 pixels.
The resulting frames then undergo a motion compensation stage. In this stage, an attempt
is made to match each pixel in the current frame to some pixel in a surrounding 16 by 16
pixel block of a previous frame, based solely on its luminance value. This reduces the
amount of data that must be transmitted by allowing pixel data to be specified in
reference to previously transmitted pixels. Each frame then undergoes a transformation
and lossy quantization stage, based on the DCT.
An MPEG-1 encoded stream is not a stream of independently compressed still images,
but rather a combination of three types of frames: intra frames, predicted frames, and bi-
directional frames. Intra frames ("I" frames) are independently compressed still images
that are transmitted every so often as a reference for the other two types. Predicted
frames ("P" frames) are created using the most recent previously encoded "I" or "P"
frame. Finally, bi-directional frames ("B" frames) are encoded using information from
the two closest "I" or "P" frames, in bothpast and future directions. Because of a "B"
frame's dependence on a frame not yet decoded, MPEG-1 video will often incur an
irregular and unpredictable latency when decoded. Consequently, the same must be true
of the encoding process.
3.2.2 Motion JPEG
Motion JPEG is a common technique for creating a motion picture stream from
independent JPEG compressed frames. Although JPEG and MPEG-1 both use forms of
the Discrete Cosine Transform to compress data, motion JPEG frames are compressed
independently of each other. By removing all dependencies on past and future frames
from the video stream, motion JPEG streams achieve a constant latency between frames
which depends on the data transfer rate and time needed to perform JPEG decompression.
3.2.3 ITU H.261
In December 1990, the International Telecommunications Union approved the H.261
compression scheme for the encoding and decoding of video, with specific application
towards desktop videoconferencing. At the time of development of the H.261, the
standard network transport used by videoconferencing was the Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN). ISDN lines specify a maximum throughput of 64 Kbps, with higher
throughput achieved by using multiple lines. Because of this, H.261 specifies data
compression at rates ofp-64 Kbps, where p ranges from 1 to 30, allowing for a maximum
bit rate of 1.9 Mbps.
Under the H.261 standard, two picture sizes are defined, the Common Interchange
Format (CIF) and the Quarter CIF (QCIF). For standard NTSC video used in North
America, the CIF has a maximum resolution of 352 wide by 288 pixels high, while the
QCIF measures one quarter of the size of the CIF at 176 by 144 pixels.
The compression algorithm used under H.261 consists of a color space transformation
from RGB color space to YUV, followed by a motion compensation stage, a
transformation stage, a lossy quantization stage, and two lossless coding stages [11]. As
with many other image compression algorithms, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is
used in the transformation stage.
As it was designed for videoconferencing applications, the H.261 compression scheme
takes advantage of some of the characteristics of this domain. The motion compensation
performed under H.261 is used to exploit the inter-frame similarities observed in
common videoconferencing scenes. Since the field of view from one frame to the next
changes very little in desktop videoconferencing, motion vectors are transmitted instead
of pixel data. The algorithm also exploits the fact that the human eye is much more
critical of small changes in luminance than chrominance. For this reason, the H.261
color space reduction specifies chrominance values only half as frequently as luminance
values are specified, a technique common to JPEG, MPEG-1, and other image
compression algorithms.
Recognizing the need for low latency between transmitted frames, the compression of
each frame under the H.261 algorithm is dependent only on the previous frame. There
are no forward dependencies such as those seen with MPEG-i "B-frames".
Motion JPEG Not Not .
- .Not RestrctedRestricted Restricted N
H.261 QCIF 176x144 ~15-30 1.9 Mbps
H.261
H.261 CIF 352x288 ~7.5-30 1.9 Mbps
Table 3: Comparison of video compression techniques.
3.2.4 Evaluation
While most of the video compression solutions we have discussed can adequately encode
video data, each was designed to meet a particular need, and has limitations arising from
these specifications.
While the MPEG-i compression algorithm results in video that can be decompressed in
real time, it is much less feasible to perform real time video compression. MPEG-1
implementations have been shown to introduce a latency factor of approximately 3-4
seconds [7]. Furthermore, the existence of bi-directional frames in an MPEG-1 encoded
stream introduces an implied latency between frames that is unpredictable and
uncontrollable. While H.261 overcomes this limitation with a constant latency factor,
MPEG-1 and H.261 are both restricted to low-resolution images.
Furthermore, H.261 and MPEG-1 are both subject to a limitation on the maximum bit
rate of encoded video streams. MPEG-1 encoded data are restricted to a maximum
bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps, while H.261 data are restricted to a maximum bit rate of
30-64Kbps, or 1.92 Mbps. While these solutions are ideal for low-bandwidth network
connections, they are not scalable to utilize the increased bandwidth available from
emerging high-capacity networks. With more available bandwidth, the user should be
able to view images at increased resolution, color depth, frame rate, or picture quality
than those defined by these standards. While these limitations may prove acceptable as a
rough guide for operator feedback within a dynamic-robotic microscopy application, they
are inadequate as a tool for high-resolution image diagnosis.
Motion JPEG implementations vary widely in image resolution, frame rate and image
quality. The only restrictions are the computational power available for compressing and
decompressing images and the network bandwidth available. Ideally, we would like to
implement a solution where the compression ratio, and subsequently the image quality,
can be configured at run time to meet the needs of the microscope operator, and the
restrictions imposed by available network bandwidth.
3.3 Communication Networks
Telemedicine applications have been implemented for a variety of network environments,
ranging from high-speed research environments, to low-speed connection to remote or
under-served areas. It is important to realize the networking environments in which this
project may operate so that we can find a solution that can adapt appropriately to the
resources available. This section outlines the specifications and realistic expectations of
some of the more common network technology in use.
POTS, an acronym for the Plain Old Telephone System, refers to the practice of using the
existing analog telephone infrastructure for transmitting digital data between two sites,
through the use of modems. While current modem speeds boast data transfer rates of up
to 56 Kilobits per second (Kbps), a restriction by the Federal Communications
Commission reduces the maximum bandwidth attainable on U.S. public telephone lines
to about 53 Kbps [17]. This rate can be further decreased by data corruption due to line
disturbances, requiring error recovery through retransmission of data. Although data
transfer across public telephone lines is rather slow, it represents what may be the only
means for the transmission of digital data in some remote areas.
The Integrated Services Digital Network is a completely digital infrastructure that
provides multiple channels per line, each with a maximum bandwidth of 64 Kbps.
Typically, one ISDN line provides two 64 Kbps channels that can be used for separate
applications, or bonded together to achieve data transfer rates of up to 128 Kbps for a
single application [17]. Higher rates are attainable using multiple ISDN lines. ISDN has
been the target for most videoconferencing applications, as it was traditionally the most
cost-effective way to attain the data transfer rates required by such applications.
Currently, faster network connections are available with cable-modem technology, using
the current cable-television infrastructure to achieve asymmetric data transfer rates of up
to 10 Mbps downstream and up to 2 Mbps upstream [18]. Similarly, the Asymmetric
Data Subscriber Line (ADSL) technology, boasts transfer rates of up to 9 Mbps
downstream, and up to 800 Kbps upstream using the existing copper-wire telephone
system infrastructure [19].
Introduced in 1976 by Metcalfe and Boggs at Xerox PARC, Ethernet has become the
most popular Local Area Network (LAN) transport. Computers found on today's
corporate, research, and educational campuses are likely connected to the Internet by way
of Ethernet. Unlike a circuit-switched network, such as the standard telephone service,
Ethernet is packet-switched, resulting in a network that guarantees service, but does not
guarantee the quality of service. While Ethernet networks are capable of providing up to
10 Megabits per second (Mbps) of network bandwidth, the actual bandwidth experienced
by each node on a shared bus is reduced as more nodes are added to the network.
Realistically, this can be as low as 100 bytes/sec. The Fast Ethernet standard is a direct
descendant of Ethernet and is capable of providing up to 100 Mbps of network
bandwidth. While the Fast Ethernet specification is relatively new, faster network
standards are already under development. Building on the Ethernet family of standards,
the Gigabit Ethernet boasts Ethernet with data transfer rates of 1000 Mbps, or one
Gigabit per second.
Unlike the Ethernet family of network protocols, ATM communication is connection
oriented, with sessions routed across circuit switched nodes. Unlike a packet switched
shared-bus environment, this results in a session that is allocated a constant amount of
dedicated bandwidth for the duration of the session. While ATM supports sessions with
a data transfer rate of up to 155 Mbps at the physical layer, a significant part of each cell
transmitted is occupied by addressing information, reducing the rate at which content
data are transmitted [20]. Furthermore, the ability to negotiate an ATM session whose
needs exceed the current resources available cannot be guaranteed.
3.3.1 Evaluation
Although the majority of telemedicine applications have previously been targeted for
low-bandwidth network connections such as ISDN and Ethernet, we should recognize the
rapid migration towards faster network technology. Ideally, we should design our
solution to scale with the network technology of tomorrow, rather than that of yesterday.
Many Local Area Networks are in the process of upgrading to Fast Ethernet and ATM
technology, while even faster transports are right around the comer. Even specialized
Wide Area Networks used for research are being implemented with high-speed network
technology [21] [22]. Furthermore, the use of existing communication infrastructures
available for cable television and telephone service for high-speed networks based on
cable-modems and ADSL increases available bandwidth at a decreased cost. These
factors alone will likely have a large impact on the widespread use of telemedicine and
telepathology applications in the future.
Realistically, many research environments still operate in the ISDN environment, with
underserved areas restricted to the standard telephone service. Considering all these
factors, we should seek a solution that is scalable to a broad range of network capacity,
reaching to high-speed networks, while striving to maintain "backward compatibility"
with low-speed networks.
3.4 The Java Programming Language
In 1995, Sun Microsystems introduced the Java language as a way for developers to write
code that could be compiled once, and subsequently run on multiple platforms [23].
Traditionally, while other languages can also be considered platform-independent
through source code compatibility, the Java language is binary compatible. Java
achieves this platform-independence using a Java Virtual Machine, or JVM. The JVM is
a platform-specific program that interprets and runs precompiled Java code.
3.4.1 Evaluation
While certainly a useful feature, Java programs typically run much slower than
corresponding natively compiled implementations of a similar program, especially when
this code involves significant computation. While Java offers a high degree of platform
independence, this comes with a price. Currently, a high performance overhead must be
paid with Java that is typically not incurred with platform-specific compiled code. This
performance penalty mostly stems from the fact that Java code must be interpreted from
Java bytecode to native machine instructions by the Java Virtual Machine.
While Java is not ideally suited to handle computationally intensive computation, some
relief can come in the form of fast computers and the use of Java Just in Time (JIT)
compilers. Furthermore, the advantage of a platform-independent imaging solution may
make this a somewhat reasonable tradeoff to make. The existing remote microscopy
client would benefit from a solution that allows for the seamless integration of interactive
image display.
Building on the most desirable features of still and dynamic image technology, we
propose a versatile system for the transmission of image data to a remote microscope
operator. Similar to an implementation of motion JPEG, we propose a system based on
the frequent transmission of still image data, without restricting to the format to be used.
Instead, we offer support for a selection of formats, offering the freedom to choose the
format that best suits the instantaneous needs of the remote microscope operator, as well
as any restrictions imposed by the operating and network environments. This section will
describe how an implementation based on these technologies can be used to meet the
current needs of the operator and the system.
4.1 Operating Environment
We used two Pentium class personal computers for our tests. A Pentium Pro/166MHz
system with 64MB of RAM running the Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 operating
system (GIACOMETTI), and a Pentium II/266MHz system with 128MB of RAM
running Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 4.0 (MODIGLIANI) were used. Because
the Windows NT Server Operating System is optimized for computer systems used as file
servers, GIACOMETTI was used as an image server for digitized light microscopy image
files. MODIGLIANI was used as the remote image display workstation, allowing the
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Java runtime environment and the decompression of image data to benefit from the
greater processor speed and system RAM available from this machine.
4.2 Network Environment
To provide an adequate amount of bandwidth for the high-speed transmission of large
image files, the network between the image server and image display workstation was
upgraded from standard Ethernet to Fast Ethernet. Fast Ethernet network interface cards
were installed in both PCs, with category 5 twisted pair cabling used to connect each PC
to a Linksys Fast Ethernet 5-port Workgroup Hub. Both machines were configured as
nodes of a single Windows NT Workgroup environment. With the image server
configured to share a local disk drive, the remote image display workstation was able to
retrieve image files across the Fast Ethernet network.
Using this configuration, the baseline performance of the network was tested. A single
file of 54.2 MB was transferred from the server machine to the workstation. The
maximum transfer rate and the average transfer rate of data on the network were
measured using the Windows NT Performance Monitor tool and recorded. The results of
four such trials are listed below in Table 4.
1 -16 sec 63.69 Mbps -2b.4 Mbps
2 -15 sec 40.77 Mbps -30.3 Mbps
3 -15 sec 49.45 Mbps -30.3 Mbps
4 -16 sec 51.13 Mbps 28.4Mbps
Average -15.5 sec 51.26 Mbps ~29.4 Mbps
Table 4: Transfer rates for a 54.2 MByte file across Fast Ethernet network.
Network performance was also tested by transferring thirteen individual files of smaller
sizes between the two computers. The results of these tests are shown below in Table 5.
-
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-20 sec 1538 msec 34.6 Mbps -20.0 Mbps
0.93 MB each
-3 sec 230 msec 51.0 Mbps -33.6 Mbps
12.0 MB total
Table 5: Transfer rates using multiple individual files.
4.3 Creation of Sample Microscope Images
A sample true-color pathology image at a resolution of 1280x1000 pixels was used for
these experiments. The image was previously recorded by the Fujix HC-2000 high-
resolution charged couple device (CCD) camera mounted atop the Zeiss Axioplan-2
microscope. This uncompressed TIFF image was transformed by shifting all pixels to the
3.66 MB each
47.7 MB total
m
left a by a specified number of pixels, and saved as a separate image file. This process
was repeated to produce a series of thirteen images. This series accurately represents
individual video frames of a single microscope specimen as it is moved along the stage of
a light microscope in a single direction. Individual frames similar to these are produced
by computer controlled digital cameras or image frame-grabber boards. When viewed in
succession, the series simulates the real-time video that a remote microscope operator
would expect to see as the microscope is manipulated.
4.3.1 Image Formats Tested
In addition to the TIFF, series were also constructed for the JPEG, Progressive JPEG,
wavelet, GIF and Interlaced GIF formats at resolutions of 1280x1000 pixels and 640x500
pixels. The TIFF images were stored without compression. The JPEG and Progressive
JPEG images were created using a "quality factor" setting of 75 using L View
Professional version 2. 0, a popular shareware image processing program available for
PCs. Since the quality factor used by different image manipulation programs are largely
inconsistent, the default setting of 75 for this particular program corresponds to a
compression ratio of approximately 30:1 between the size of uncompressed and
compressed data. Data were compressed to the Wavelet Image (WI) file format using
4U2C version 3.0 beta 3, a program distributed by Summus Technologies, Inc. The
compression ratio specified during wavelet compression was also 30:1, the default setting
for this program, and an acceptable ratio for radiological image quality [13]. Table 6
shows the compression ratios achieved on the test image by each of the formats tested.
1280x1000x24 Wavelet 30:1
640x500x24 Wavelet 30:1
640x500x8 Interlaced GIF 260,760 Bytes
Table 6: Compression ratios achieved with various image file formats.
4.4 The Remote Image Display Client
An image display client was developed in the Java language to display light microscopy
images. The Java language was chosen as the development environment of this project
for a number of reasons. Java is primarily of interest to maintain the platform
independence of the client system, a goal previously achieved by the prototype remote
microscopy system. Developing an image display client in the Java language is also a
step towards developing a platform-independent and hardware-independent, remote video
solution. This will greatly increase the set of workstations capable of hosting remote
microscopy operations. Furthermore, Java is also a useful environment for the rapid
development of prototype applications, such as this one.
All Java classes were compiled using the Microsoft Visual J+ + Compiler, version
6. 00.8052, using full optimization to take advantage of advanced compilation techniques
such as inlining and bytecode jumps. Tests were performed on the optimized code using
the Microsoft JVM, as it was observed to have better performance than the Java Virtual
Machine available with the Sun Microsystems JDK, version 1.1.5.
4.4.1 Double-Buffered Image Display
The display client retrieves image data across the network, from image files stored on the
server, and displays them in succession within a single window frame. The image
display is double buffered; a technique commonly used in computer graphic animation to
eliminate the "flicker" seen as the display is cleared and a new image is drawn. With a
double buffered display, there are two graphic areas on which to draw images. One
graphics context is visible "on-screen", while the other is "off-screen". New images are
always drawn to the off-screen graphics area. Once that image is completely rendered,
the on-screen graphics area is immediately replaced by the off-screen graphics context.
A new off-screen graphics context is then created on which to draw the next image.
4.4.2 Image Tracking
Under the Java language, the loading of an image is an asynchronous operation.
Although an image retrieval request is fulfilled immediately, the actual loading of the
image is not usually initiated until the first time the image is to be used. This
unpredictable nature makes it difficult to know when an image is ready to be displayed.
The Java Platform 1.1 Application Programming Interface (API) specifies the
MediaTracker class as a means to remedy this problem. The MediaTracker class
implements a set of methods to initiate and track the loading of images [24]. The
MediaTracker: : waitForID method will wait until a specified image is completely
loaded, decompressed and ready to be displayed, or until a specified time has passed.
This feature of the Java MediaTracker class was utilized to implement a user interface
control that would allow a user to specify the maximum amount of time to wait for the
retrieval and preparation of an image for display. If the specified amount of time has
passed, all image data available at that time will be displayed. The advantage of having
such a control will be discussed later. User interface controls were also added to request
the next or previous frame in the series, and to enable the automatic advance of frames in
the series. Figure 2 depicts the user interface of the image display client.
The image display program is threaded such that a new image is retrieved for display
only after the previous image has been displayed. While this may result in frames being
skipped if frames are requested at rate faster than that at which they can be displayed, it is
important to maintain that the most current image available is displayed at each pass.
Furthermore, it was experimentally determined that the time to update the display is
negligible, as compared to the time required to prepare an image for display.
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Figure 2: User Interface of the Image Display Client.
4.4.3 Supported Image Formats
GIF and JPEG images are supported by the display client directly through the Java
Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT). Although not currently supported by the AWT,
TIFF image support has been made possible through the use of a pure Java TIFF library
developed by LizardWorks, Inc., available under the GNU library licensing agreement
[25]. Unfortunately, since Wavelet image files are not supported directly by the Java
AWT, and no third-party library support could be found, the WIF format is not supported
by the client at this time. Finally, although progressive JPEG images can be viewed by
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this program, the Java AWT does not currently support the "progressive" nature of the
display through display of successive JPEG scans of increasing quality. These images
were also tested, although the behavior and function of this format is identical to that of
standard JPEG images under these tests.
4.5 Frame Display Rate
Tests were performed using all image formats supported by the viewer, as described
above. The time required to retrieve an image from the server, decompress it, and display
it was recorded for each series. The average time required for each frame, excluding the
first was calculated. For each of the series tested, the time required to display the first
frame was typically more than that required by subsequent frames, and is likely due to
program initialization. Successive frame display rates are more typical of a stable display
system. Average frame display rates were calculated for each of the series. The results
of these tests are shown below in Table 7.
1280x100x24 TIFF 12524 ms
1280x1000x24 JPEG 1271 ms
1280x1000x24 Progressive JPEG 1677 ms
1280x1000x8 GIF 1063 ms
1280x1000x8 Interlaced GIF . 765 ms
640x500x24 TIFF 1224 ms
640x500Ox24 JPEG 436 ms
640x500Ox24 Progressive JPEG 540 ms
640x500Ox8 GIF 396 ms
640x500x8 Interlaced GIF 444 ms
Table 7: Average display time per frame for each image format tested.
The network benchmarks shown in Table 5 were performed using 1280x1000 pixel TIFF
and GIF image files. The results show that the time required to transfer even these large
files was not especially significant, accounting for at most approximately 20% of the total
display time per frame. Since the file size of JPEG images at the same resolution is much
smaller than that of the TIFF and GIF, the network transfer time was much less, and
subsequently difficult to measure. With the total display time for JPEG images requiring
more time than that required for GIF images, the transfer time accounts for an even
smaller fraction of that time. Similarly, the act of double-buffering the display typically
required no more than 50ms for each image. With no more no more than approximately
one quarter of the time required to retrieve and display images, the majority of time is
spent preparing images for display, and is largely attributable to the inefficiency of Java.
This translates into the decompression of image data for compressed image formats such
as the GIF and JPEG. For all image formats, this time also includes the initialization of a
Java Image object with this data.
4.6 Advanced Display Techniques
As described previously, the Java MediaTracker: : waitForID method tracks the
object from the point at which data retrieval is initiated to the point at which the image
data have been fully prepared for display. By reducing the amount of time we are willing
to wait for this entire process, we can effectively stop this process and demand the
display of whatever image data have been prepared up to that instant. By using the user
interface control previously described, a user can specify the amount of time the
wait For I D method should wait for an image before the program attempts to display it.
For many image formats, image data are specified strictly sequentially from the top of an
image to the bottom. Consequently, as image data are received and decompressed in this
same order, and only the upper part of a partially received or partially decoded image can
be viewed. The entire image is only visible after all image data are received. This is true
of both the standard GIF and standard JPEG formats, as seen in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Partially decoded non-interlaced GIF.
In a progressive image format, such as the interlaced GIF and progressive JPEG formats,
as described previously, image data are not arranged strictly serially from the top to the
bottom of an image. Some initial fraction of the entire image file specifies a subset of
image data from the full image frame. In the case of the interlaced GIF, one eighth of the
scanlines are present after only one full pass of the image. For the interlaced GIF, many
applications, including the Java AWT, will use image scanlines of an interlaced GIF that
have already been received and decoded to fill in scanlines not yet available, as seen in
Figure 4. For progressive JPEG images, an image with less detail is the result of a single
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pass. Although image data are missing in both cases, a very low-resolution
representation of the image is present in this data.
Figure 4: Partially decoded interlaced GIF.
The use of a progressively encoded image format allows a very low-resolution
representation of an image to be displayed to a remote microscope operator at higher
frame rates, by dedicating less time to the retrieval and decompression of image data.
This is particularly useful during the process of scanning an image, as described
previously. Only the first complete pass of the image length of an Interlaced GIF must be
received before such an image is of use. Should the operator require a high-resolution
image for detailed inspection, he must wait the amount of time required for the retrieval
of all image data, and full decompression of the image. It is assumed that for detailed
inspection, high frame rates are not essential.
..............
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Table 8 shows the time required by the image display client to produce a low-resolution
version of the image for immediate viewing, using the interlaced GIF series of images.
1280x1000x8 Interlaced GIF 211.75 ms
640x500x8 Interlaced GIF 135.2 ms
Table 8: Minimum display time necessary per frame for interlaced GIF images.
In actuality, the progressive JPEG file interchange format possesses this same property.
However, since the display of intermediate JPEG scans is not supported by the Java
AWT, this effect cannot be seen and could not be tested.
4.7 Wavelet Image Compression
Because wavelet compressed images are not currently supported by this Java image
display program, a trial version of a PC based wavelet compression program, 4U2C,
version 3.0 beta3, by Summus Technologies, Inc., was evaluated. Specific features of
this program were investigated for potential application towards the use of Wavelet
compression with the remote microscopy project and telemedicine.
This program saves wavelet-compressed images in a proprietary Wavelet Image format,
known as WI. Under this program, images could be highly compressed, with few visible
artifacts and little loss of image quality.
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Figure 5: Comparison of JPEG and wavelet images at a 30:1 compression ratio.
Figure 5 above shows comparisons between the JPEG and wavelet images compressed at
a ratio of 30:1, as well as the uncompressed TIFF, and GIF images. Unlike wavelet-
compressed images, JPEG images exhibit a somewhat "blocky" appearance. This effect
is much more pronounced at higher compression ratios, as seen below in Figure 6.
Uncompressed TIFF JPEG 100:1 Wavelet 100:1 Standard GIF
Figure 6: Comparison of JPEG and wavelet images at a 100: 1 compression ratio.
4.7.1 Progressive Wavelet Compression and Decompression
The 4U2C program also performs progressive encoding of wavelet images. These
images can be progressively decompressed, displaying intermediate updates of increasing
quality during decompression. Similar to the progressive display of interlaced GIF and
progressive JPEG images, progressive wavelet decompression would allow a user to
Standard GIF
allocate less time towards full decompression or image retrieval. Currently, a 1280x1000
true-color wavelet compressed image, with a compression ratio of 30:1, requires less than
2 seconds to be decompressed completely, with less than 1 second required for the initial
availability of an image through progressive decompression. Less time is required for
images at a resolution of 640x500 pixels. The progressive decompression over time of a
30:1 wavelet-compressed image at a resolution of 640x500 pixels is seen in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Progressive decompression of a Wavelet compressed image.
The image sequence reads in text order. The crudest representation of the image is seen
almost immediately at an initial resolution of 21 x 17 pixels, a resolution approximately
900 times lower than the fully decompressed image at 640x500 pixels.
4.7.2 Frame Display Rate
The 4U2C program also includes a "slide show" feature that displays a series of Wavelet
images in rapid succession, with similar functionality to the image viewer developed
using Java. Using this feature, true-color wavelet-compressed images at a resolution of
1280x1000 pixels were displayed at frame rate of approximately 1.3 frames per second,
with 640x500 pixel resolution images displayed at a rate of over 4.3 frames per second.
5.1 Performance
In the previous section, we demonstrated how existing technologies could be used to
provide a platform-independent software solution for the timely remote display of
moving light microscopy images. While the measured performance of this system does
not match that of traditional videoconferencing systems, it is shown to adequately meet
the current needs of both static-image and dynamic-robotic remote microscopy systems.
Furthermore, the system performance is scalable to advances in computer hardware,
software, and networking technology in ways other systems are not.
5.2 Platform Independence
Although the implementation of a software-based video display system does not perform
as well as a system based on dedicated decompression hardware, it extends the user base
of the system considerably. While current videoconferencing systems require that the
remote system is equipped with compatible hardware that can add over $1000 to the cost
of a personal computer system, the solution we propose does not. By implementing a
solution based on the Java programming language, remote "video" can be displayed on
virtually any networked computer system.
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5.3 Scalability
In our tests, the factor that most affected system performance was the overhead of the
Java language. Faster computer processors can provide a much needed performance
boost to the Java Virtual Machine. Further development of efficient Java Virtual
Machines using Just-In-Time compilation techniques will also increase the performance
of the system. Even during the last year, delivered Java performance has increased four-
fold. The client machine we now use is almost factor of two faster than a year ago, with
the latest machines almost a factor of two ahead of this one. Java implementations have
also improved by a similar factor.
The system is also scalable with respect to the network infrastructure used. While the
system has been tested in the Fast Ethernet environment, faster network technologies can
provide the additional bandwidth needed to display larger and less compressed images at
higher frame rates. Similarly, the system is also scalable to low-bandwidth networks. At
the cost of additional processing power, compressed images such as JPEG or wavelet
images can be used, as these compact formats suit low-bandwidth networks.
Although both compression techniques involve a significant amount of computation, they
have shown promise for use in real-time applications. High-resolution, true-color JPEG
images were displayed at 0.79 frames per second under our Java-based application.
High-resolution, true-color Wavelet images were displayed at a frame rate greater than 1
fps under Summus Technologies Wavelet slide show display. Down-sampling the
images to one-quarter of the pixel resolution produced results that are even more
promising.
Another way to reduce the amount of data in an image is through adaptive color
reduction techniques. Adaptive color reduction techniques reduce the amount of color
information per pixel from 24 bits to 8 bits by choosing a smaller color palette that most
efficiently represents the set of colors contained in the original image. Image dithering
techniques can be used to combine colors in the reduced palette to make up for those lost
in the reduction. Studies investigating the use of such techniques for pathology have
shown that many practicing pathologists could not discern the original 24 bit images from
the "inferior" 8 bit images [8]. While it has generally been argued that telepathology
applications should utilize true-color images, this may suggest reduction of the color
palette as a reasonable means of data reduction for pathology images.
Both wavelet and JPEG compression allow for progressive coding techniques. These
progressive encoding techniques also allow for variable control over the number of
intermediate scans displayed for each image. Similarly, the compression ratios on files
produced by the JPEG and wavelet compression algorithms are controllable. This would
make it possible for a remote user to control file size, and subsequently, image quality.
These features result in a system where the willingness to trade high-resolution images
for faster frame rate can be controlled in real-time, by the remote microscope operator, at
his discretion.
5.4 Flexibility
Unfortunately, the performance of the Java TIFF library is slower than expected, and
significantly slower than the support for JPEG and GIF images provided in the Java
AWT. This poor performance in processing TIFF images is likely due to the overhead of
Java. While the Java AWT Image methods dealing with GIF and JPEG images have
been optimized within pre-compiled, platform-dependent libraries, the TIFF library used
for these tests was not, running solely in the Java run-time environment. Nonetheless, the
implementation of a pure Java library to support TIFF images by LizardWorks, Inc., and
the seamless integration of this library with our program, demonstrate the flexibility of
the proposed system to easily handle new image formats. The use of a Wavelet image
Java library should be investigated to extend functionality of the system to handle
wavelet-compressed images and, ideally, progressively encoded wavelet images.
5.5 Real Time Applications
Currently, the system we have proposed is capable of delivering and displaying images at
a frame rate up to approximately eight frames per second, depending on image resolution,
size, color depth, and compression scheme used. While many video compression
techniques are capable of encoding images at frame rates up to approximately 30 fps,
such systems typically use dedicated hardware to perform the necessary compression
algorithms. Although the maximum frame rates shown by our system are lower than
desired, they are not far off. Future improvements as described below will help bring
these numbers up.
The main areas for improvement on this project include improving the efficiency of the
Java-based display program, as well as extension of the program to support a variety of
image formats. Migration towards a network technology better suited to the needs of
high-bandwidth multimedia applications is also an area to be investigated. In addition,
the program should receive image data from real-time network streams originating at the
instrument, rather than from network file systems.
6.1 Efficiency
One area that can be investigated to increase the efficiency of the Java-based image
display program is a migration of computationally intensive segments of the code to
native methods. While this would theoretically weaken the platform-independence of the
program at the level of the binary executable, such code would only perform
computation. A source-level compatible programming language such as C could be
utilized. It could also be downloaded from the server at the beginning of a viewing
session. The source would most likely be less than 2 MB. While this code would
require recompilation for each supported platform, the porting of such code should be
somewhat trivial. This solution would maintain a reasonably high degree of platform-
independence for the system.
Additionally, as faster computer processors are developed, the overhead incurred by the
interpreted nature of the Java will become less significant. While waiting for advances in
hardware is not an ideal solution, it may increase the efficiency of the program to a more
realistic level. Advances in Java Virtual Machine Just-In-Time compilation techniques
will also improve performance of the system.
6.2 Image Compression
An area of image compression that was investigated for its potential application with this
project is Wavelet image compression. Further work in this area is needed to determine
the compression ratio appropriate for pathological diagnosis, as well as the efficiency of
wavelet compression in a real-time environment.
6.3 Computer Networks
While the Fast Ethernet network implemented currently provides an adequate amount of
bandwidth for the high-speed transfer of large image files, the performance obtained with
these tests will likely degrade as more and more nodes are added to the network. Since
an Ethernet network does not guarantee the quality of service delivered to each node,
high-bandwidth multimedia application will suffer. Extension of the working network
environment to ATM will provide the dedicated bandwidth necessary to maintain fast
data transfer rates in a shared network environment.
6.4 File System Independence
Most modem operating systems are capable of mounting remote file systems and making
them available to applications as if they were local. Realistically, this is not a transparent
way of providing image data remotely. Further development of the application can be
directed towards retrieving image data from network connections, rather than file objects.
While the use of the HTTP protocol was originally implemented as a means of retrieving
image data using common network protocols, this technique was eventually rejected for
performance reasons. File transfer using the HTTP protocol requires that a new HTTP
connection be established by the client for each image that is to be loaded. The time
required for such connections introduces a significant amount of latency, and is not
appropriate for high-speed transfer of multiple image files. Ideally, a solution based on
standard TCP sockets would provide a transparent data transfer solution for the client,
independent of file system sharing.
Appendix A.1: Specifications of the Computer Equipment Used
GIACOMETTI
Intel Pentium, 166MHz Processor, 32MB RAM, 512 KB Cache
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 (Service Pack 3) Operating System
Adaptec 2940 SCSI Controller Card
Conner CFP2107S 2.147 GB SCSI Hard Disk Drive
External Transfer Rate: 10 MB/sec Transfer Rate
Average Read Access Time: 8.5 ms
Linksys EtherFast 10/100 Fast Ethernet Network Adapter
MODIGLIANI
Intel Pentium II, 266 MHz Processor, 128 MB RAM, 512 KB Cache
Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 4.0 (Service Pack 3) Operating System
Adaptec 3940 SCSI Controller Card
Seagate ST19171 Hard Disk Drive
External Transfer Rate: 20 MB/sec Transfer Rate
Average Read Access Time: 8.0 ms
Intel EtherExpress PRO/100 Fast Ethernet Network Adapter
Fast Ethernet network based on a Linksys Fast Ethernet network hub (FEHUBO5W).
Appendix A.2: Frame Display Rate Measurement Data
Listed below are the times (in milliseconds) required by the Java Image Display Client to
display each frame in each of the image series tested.
7 12b1Z 1LbZ 1bbZ 1UIZ (Z1 111 4JU 041 iJ1 441
2 12828 1262 1672 1061 711 1222 441 530 401 471
3 12518 1262 1653 1052 721 1232 440 540 410 421
4 12709 1261 1682 1051 801 1172 440 541 401 430
5 12718 1252 1693 1062 771 1191 441 541 420 441
6 12568 1262 1672 1041 771 1222 440 541 401 461
7 12458 1272 1672 1072 781 1212 441 540 381 490
8 12398 1282 1673 1101 801 1171 431 541 420 451
9 12398 1292 1672 1082 782 1252 430 541 381 421
10 12367 1281 1683 1062 771 1282 431 541 380 430
11 12338 1292 1712 1051 771 1312 431 541 391 451
12 12368 1272 1673 1052 781 1232 430 540 380 421
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